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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Construction takes time, so anything that has an impact on construction would in-turn impact contract time.To determine contract time for Centrally-Let projects, I evaluate the Type & Amount of work required using approved rates from the Contract Time Guidelines.  Note that the rates are approved through the Federal Highway Authority (FHWA) & Associated General Contractors (AGC).  Today’s presentation highlights different considerations that should be taken into account during project development.The purpose for establishing a contract time recommendation is to ensure that the Department can properly defend the project, if a claim is filed against it.  While an experienced engineer may know how long a particular project should take; knowing is not the same as justifying.  A Rule of Thumb is good for approximation, but it’s not defendable in a court of law.  Since the “Guidelines for Determining Contract Time” have been vetted by FHWA and the Industry, using them to establish a contract time recommendation is a justifiable method.



Passing the Baton
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want you to picture the Women’s 4 x 400 Meter Relay, the event in which the United States has won the last seven (7) Olympic gold medals.  In a relay race, there are four (4) individual runners who each run their own race and at the end of their individual race, they hand the baton to the next runner.  A team is only successful after the first three (3) runners have completed their races, successfully passed the baton each time and then the team’s “anchor” sprints across the finish line.Turning our attention to projects; it’s easy to view the Department as a team comprised of two (2) runners: Pre-Construction and Construction … with the project’s completion date as the finish line.There are two (2) differences between a relay race and a construction project: First, while the runners may have been competing together for years, each construction project will have a new participant and that participant is the Contractor.  The Contractor has not seen how a project has developed or may not be aware of the Department’s preferences; the worst thing that Pre-Construction can do is bobble the baton as the project is passed to Construction (and the Contractor files a claim against a project on day one).  Second, a construction project has more than four (4) runners.  How many hands does a project have to pass through during Pre-Construction, prior to a project’s Turn-In Date?  I do not know; but once a project is turned-in to the Contract Standards & Development unit, it’s passed from Plan Checking to Proposal to Estimating back to Proposal to Printing then Advertisement to Letting to Award (execution of the Contract) and then passed on to Construction.Now, Construction will “anchor” the project, as the baton is passed between a Prime Contractor and their subs.  A Contract Time Recommendation prepares the Contractor and Resident’s Office for how long their project (their race) will take.



The Puzzle and the Dart Board
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At the end of every Proposal is an estimate, which in the field can experience overruns, underruns and various change orders.  The same is true of contract time.  It’s impossible to provide the exact date on which a project will be completed; a contract time recommendation is an estimate.  The “Guidelines for Determining Contract Time” provides production rates that should be achievable by any Contractor: a good Contractor may finish early, while an inexperienced Contractor may not.  There is no way to predict a warm productive Winter, or multiple hurricanes impacting one (1) Construction Season, or that new material shortages appear during the 2nd construction season of a project.  A contract time recommendation is a snapshot during Advertisement to provide the best estimate for how long construction should take.When I’m asked by my friends about what I do for a living, I do not bore them with production rates, pay items nor plans.  I simply say that the Department has hired me to put together puzzles and throw darts at a board.  The puzzle is made of many different pieces of information, such as the Plans, the Estimate, ROW Certifications, Special Provisions, Permits, Agreements, etc., … and for every piece of information I have in my possession, I can take one (1) step closer to the dart board.A contract time recommendation is established after the Plans have been passed on to Proposal by Plan Checking.  100% plans and provisions have been submitted, and all final information is available.



Topic Outline
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• Typical Project Requirements
• Temperature / Seasonal Restrictions
• ROW / Utility Considerations
• Traffic Restrictions / Phasing 
• Moratoria Restrictions
• Strategic Lettings
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Typical Project Requirements
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Plans & Provisions
• Quantity Estimate
• CFI or PLFI Questionnaire
• Phasing & ICTs
• GeoTech Recommendations
• Earthwork Balance Sheet
• Permits (401, 404, CAMA, Coast Guard, CCPCUA, etc.)
• Right of Way Certification
• Utility by Other Special Provision
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Typical Project requirements; these are the items that every project requires so that a contract time recommendation can be made.Make a list, when they do not want to forget something important; here’s a list of the typical items required: Plans & Provisions, Quantity Estimate, CFI or PLFI Questionnaire, Phasing & ICTs, GeoTech Recommendations, Earthwork Balance Sheet, Permits, Right of Way Certification, and Utility by Other Special Provision.It’s important to remember that each project may have Project Specific items; here’s another list of additional items that may be required while calculating a Contract Time Recommendation ....



Project Specific Requirements
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Structure Working Days
• Railroad Agreements / Certification
• Grants or other Special Funding Sources
• Alternate Contracting Methods or Alternative Project Deliveries
• Municipal Agreements / Commitments
• Series 200 Items
• Federal Agreements / National Forest Provision
• FERC
• Cooperation between Contractor Provision
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[Project Specific Items:] Structure Working Days, Railroad Agreements / Certification, Grants or other Special Funding Sources, Alternate Contracting Methods or Alternative Project Deliveries, Municipal Agreements / Commitments, Series 200 Items, Federal Agreements / National Forest Provision, FERC, Cooperation between Contractor Provision, etc.Between this slide and the previous one, there are a lot of items that may need to be reviewed for a single project.  Any item from these two (2) slides could have a significant impact on contract time.  Take a Railroad Agreement as an example; if the project is completely within the railroad’s ROW and if the railroad requires one of their employees to be on-site throughout the duration of the project.  Then it doesn’t matter how much you accelerate construction or increase the number of crews; a Contractor may only be allowed to work on-site forty (40) hours per week (per the railroad employee’s schedule).It is important to iron-out agreements as early as possible, so that expectation can be conveyed during Advertisement (to the Contractor).  It would be a disservice to a Contractor (and the Industry) to advertise a project with pending materials.  If a Contractor and a Resident, each look at the project and realize that it will take fifty (50) hour work weeks to achieve the Completion Date (during Advertisement), only to be permitted a forty (40) hour work week after Execution of the Contract, then the Department would face a claim.  So, it is important to have all information available prior to Advertisement.



Typical Project Requirements (cont’d)
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Quantity Estimate (100% FINAL)

• Contract Time Guidelines - Combined.pdf (ncdot.gov)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Having a final quantity estimate (that is 100% complete at turn-in) and the associated production rates is a good place to start when making a contract time recommendation.Here’s a link to the Guidelines for determining Contract Time; this link will be provided in the chat box.

https://connect.ncdot.gov/letting/Division%20Letting%20Resources/Contract%20Time%20Guidelines.pdf#:%7E:text=The%20maximum%20contract%20time%20for%20projects%20with%20%22A%2BB%22,allow%20more%20than%2016%20days%20per%20calendar%20month.


Typical Project Requirements (cont’d)
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Guidelines use the following rates for Resurfacing & Surfacing projects:

• Base Course (Widening or Leveling)  100 to 400 Tons/Day
• Intermediate Course       500 to 1,000 Tons/Day
• Surface Course        500 to 1,000 Tons/Day
• AST           5,000 to 10,000 SY/Day

• Factors to consider when selecting an appropriate rate include, but are   
not limited to, plant location, type of roadway/facility, length of project,   
lane closure restrictions, asphalt mix’s temperature requirements, milling 
requirements, and/or other projects located in the area.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Guidelines used on typical Resurfacing projects ...  difference between five hundred (500) tons and one thousand (1,000) tons of Surface Course per day, over the life of a project.It’s important to keep the following Factors in the back of your mind when selecting an appropriate Production Rate: Plant Location, Lane Closure Restrictions, Asphalt Mix / Temperature Requirements, Presence of Milling Operations, Cooperation Agreement / Other neighboring projects.  Depending on the rural nature of the county (think of counties such as Bladen, Graham, Hyde, Madison or Surry), it may be hard to achieve 500 tons per day unless you’re sure that potential Contractors can line-up enough trucks for hauling, and on the flipside larger Contractors may exceed 1,000 tons per day along an Interstate (in Cumberland, Guilford, Mecklenburg, or Wake Counties).For example, let’s say a resurfacing project is just 50,000 tons of surface course and nothing else, and the Engineer determined that an acceptable Production Rate is 500 tons per day.



Typical Project Requirements (cont’d)
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• 50,000 Tons Required @ 500 Tons per Day = 
   100 Working Days

• Typically, the Department allows for sixteen (16) 
Working Days per Month.

• 100 divided by 16 = 6.25 Months
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
50,000 Tons Required @ 500 Tons per Day = 100 Working DaysTypically, the Department allows for sixteen (16) Working Days per Month (which accounts for weekends, holidays, bad weather, etc.)Therefore, 100 Working Days divided by 16 = Six-and-Quarter (6.25) MonthsIn theory, this resurfacing project could be achieved in one (1) construction season (if the project begins in April), correct?  Most of you probably realize the answer is “no”, but for those of you who don’t, the hitch in this example was that I called it a “resurfacing” project.  Every Project Manager should be aware that an Agreement was made between the Department and the Carolina Asphalt Pavement Association (CAPA) to provide a minimum of eighteen (18) months on resurfacing projects, as this provides Contractors more flexibility with their scheduling.Is a Completion Date of December 15th acceptable? … now is a good time to discuss Temperature & Seasonal Restrictions.



Temperature Restrictions
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• 2024 SPECS Temperature Restrictions for Placement:

• Base Course (B25.0C)       35ºF
• Intermediate Course (I19.0C)     35ºF
• Surface Course (S4.75A, S9.5B, S9.5C)  40ºF
• Surface Course (S9.5D)       50ºF
• Asphalt Surface Treatment      55ºF
• Open-Graded Friction Course (FC-1 Mod.) 60ºF
• Ultra-Thin Bonded Wearing Course   60ºF
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2. Seasonal & Temperature Restrictions: Other factors that have a significant impact especially at the end of a given Construction Season.  Most construction operations are directly impacted by Winter Weather Conditions.List of common resurfacing items per the 2024 Standard Specifications.  Please note that items such as Open-Graded Friction Course or Ultra-Thin require at least sixty (60) degrees Fahrenheit to meet Specs.Let’s return to the previous example of just Surface Course.  Depending on your mix type and location, it may be difficult to achieve the temperature restrictions at the end of a Construction Season.  Think about the county you’re in right now… on December 15th of any year, what are you wearing?  If your answer is an ugly Christmas sweater, then you are not placing asphalt.North Carolina may experience drastic temperature shifts in a single day; I have seen paving operations in January.  So, it’s important to recall that the Specs also provides us with Seasonal Restrictions …



Seasonal Restrictions
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• OGFC &   None to be placed between    
Ultra-Thin   October 31st and April 1st

• AST    None to be placed between  
      October 15th and April 1st, except 
      when immediately overlaid

• Surface Course None between December 15th and 
(Final Layer)  the following March 16th; nor  
      between November 15th and  
      April 1st (if less than 1” thickness)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example: The final layer of Surface Course may not be placed between December 15th and March 16th (if 1” or greater).Double-Check the Typical Sections of the Plans (or Resurfacing Package) … if your project possesses one of the items (currently on the screen), you may need to consider a Completion Date that is not at the end of a Construction Season.



Additional Seasonal / Temperature Restrictions

Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Pavement Marking Consideration: What type of 
PMs are required after the Final Surface Course?  
Do the Pavement Markings have Seasonal or 
Temperature Restrictions?

• For Thermoplastic, the area of the state you work 
matters!  Construction Season’s Completion Date 
ranges from November 15th until December 15th.

• Polyurea has a Temp. Restriction (40ºF), but also 
has a fifteen (15) day waiting period, per Specs.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Have you taken pavement markings into account?  It is important to know what type of Pavement Markings are required after the Final surface course.Thermoplastic, per Specs 1205-4, has different restrictions depending on where the project is located throughout the state.  The two borders are I-77 & I-95.  So, if your project is east of I-95, you may place Thermoplastic until December 15th.  However, if your project is west of I-77, you may only place Thermoplastic until  November 15th.Polyurea has a Temperature Restriction of 40ºF, but also has a fifteen (15) day waiting period, per Specs.  This means that a Contract Time Recommendation needs an additional eight (8) working days (half a month) to account for this waiting period after the Final Surface is placed.Final Pavement Markings typically occur at the end of a project; so, let’s turn our attention to a couple of items that occur before construction begins ...



Right-of-Way & Utility Considerations
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time
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So, which came first … Right-of-Way Acquisition 
or Utility Relocations?

Speak with your Resident Engineers … how 
expensive is a claim for idle equipment?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3. Right-of-Way & Utility Considerations: ROW can have a direct impact on Utility Relocations (UbO), as well as the project, so it’s important to know if any parcels have delays of entry?  What are the implications of those parcels?  Likewise, Utility Relocations can have a direct impact on construction scheduling.  In addition, Utility Construction can have a significant impact on a project’s completion date depending on the types of utilities and their material acquisition.[Read 1st question on slide]First would be the design, and since design changes “never” occur…Right-of-Way Acquisition and Utility Relocations (UbO) are difficult to achieve and extremely important prior to construction.  (ROW deals directly with the general public, e.g. homeowners, business owners, etc.  UbO deals directly with utility (3rd party) companies.)  If you have the ability to make project commitments to the public, then I respectfully ask that you pause, look at all the information, before making any commitment.  Often, I hear that a project cannot be moved, because the Department has made a commitment.  That commitment does not care that a utility company was unable to meet their schedule (provided in the UbO Special Provision), the newspaper headline will be that the Department is behind schedule.It may be considered Pre-Construction “bobbling the baton”, to pass on a project to Construction where either the Right-of-Way was not completed or utility relocation crews are still in the way.  A Schedule Change Request stinks, but does it drive up the cost of a project as much as a day one claim for idle equipment?  If you’re a project manager and can make SCRs, I encourage you to speak with your Resident Engineers about such costs and recall that our purpose is to be a good steward for the State.  A simple solution may be to take the time for an extra conversation, look at the larger picture, to minimize the risk to the State.



Right-of-Way Acquisition
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time
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One item that is required to calculate a Contract Time 
Recommendation is a ROW Cert (Form FRM3-C).

This Cert shall tell you when the parcels will be 
available.  It may not be the date you want, but it’s 
important that these dates are accurate.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One item that is required to calculate a Contract Time Recommendation is a ROW Certification (form FRM3-C).  This Cert shall list when parcels become available.  It may not be the date you want (to hear), but it’s important that these dates are accurate.  In addition, this Cert needs to be recent (not one that is six (6) months old).  During Advertisement, these dates are placed in the Proposal so that Department Staff or potential Contractors can perform initial site visits.  For the safety of your co-workers and the Industry, these dates shall be when the parcel is available, so that no one has a “shotgun pulled on them for trespassing”.So, how long does Right-of-Way acquisition take?  It varies, but condemnation can take up to six (6) months.  Please note that for Centrally Let Projects, the typical DOA is forty-one (41) consecutive calendar days after the Letting.  For Division-Let Projects, the DOA is sooner (typically twenty-seven (27) consecutive calendar days after the Letting).So, to mitigate Right-of-Way acquisition, one solution is the use of a delayed DOA.  For Centrally Let Projects, we prefer to not extend a delayed DOA more than three (3) months, as it is difficult for Contractors to honor their bids so far out.  So, if designs changes occur late in the design process and additional Right-of-Way is needed, then a Schedule Change Request is the better option.  This is complicated even more if the Parcel in question is a Utility Parcel.  Keep in mind that some parcels are more important than others and need to be considered a “priority parcel”.  The sooner a parcel is needed, the more of a priority it will have.For more information: please review the August 2022 Lunch & Learn entitled “Design with ROW in Mind”; you can find it on the Project Knowledge Sharing website.[https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/Value-Management/CLEAR-Program/Pages/Post-Construction-Assessments.aspx]



Utility Relocations
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time
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How can the Department expedite Utility Relocations?

1. Are there Utilities that will need to be relocated prior 
to the project’s construction?

2. Can Utilities’ and the Contractor’s work be completed 
concurrently?

3. How long will Utility companies need to complete 
relocation?

4. Have “piggybacking” operations been considered?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How can the Department expedite Utility Relocations?  The short answer is that we can’t, but there are things we can consider to help the process along.Always keep these questions in mind: [Read Questions #1 thru #3 on Slide]On my early slide (Typical Project Requirements), I listed the Utility by Others (UbO) Special Provision amongst items needed to generate a Contract Time Recommendation.  The UbO Special Provision shall provide the dates for utility relocations, if possible.  Under certain circumstances, a Contractor may need to perform certain actions (such as clearing or grading) prior to utility relocations, and for those instances a number of days (or weeks) for notification and for relocation should be provided, so that a Contractor can better schedule their work.Similar to a ROW Cert, the UbO Special Provision may have dates you do not like, but it’s important that they’re accurate.  Unlike a ROW Cert, the UbO Special Provision is placed (directly) in the Proposal.  The ROW Cert is summarized as a Delay of Entry provision in the Proposal.  Since the Contractor will not see the ROW Cert (directly), if the UbO Special Provision references the ROW Cert in lieu of providing dates, then the UbO Special Provision is of no use to the Contractor.  The Proposal is for potential Contractors to formulize their bids, so the UbO Special Provision (by proxy) should be written with potential Contractors as the audience.  The Proposal should be free of ambiguity, as ambiguity can lead to claims.[Read Question #4] Piggybacking is where multiple utilities share a pole, so typically a UbO will have the power company relocated first, followed by various communication companies.  Just recall that when utility relocations are piggy-backing, then the pole owner (Duke Energy as an example) is not “out” until all utilities are off their poles and the poles can be pulled.For more information: please review the September 2022 Lunch & Learn entitled “Design with Utilities in Mind”; it too can be found on the Project Knowledge Sharing website.[https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/Value-Management/CLEAR-Program/Pages/Post-Construction-Assessments.aspx]Right-of-way and utility relocations examples ...



Bridge Replacement Examples
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A Bridge Replacement Project on a two-lane, two-way road with traffic maintained on-site (Johnston County SR route with shopping center and school around the curve).  The letting is January, so the DOA will be March 15th to coincide with the start of the Construction Season.  Say the Parcels needed for Phase I are delayed until March 30th and the utility relocations (on the left side of the project) will take until April 30th.  In this example, a delayed DOA of May 1st would be acceptable for the January Letting.Same example, except this time the UbO Special Provision indicates that utility relocations will be out by July 31st.  A delayed DOA of August 1st is not acceptable for a January Letting.  In this case, a Schedule Change Request moving the project out of the January Letting and to either a May or June Letting would be a better solution.  This will allow ROW Acquisition to be completed prior to Advertisement, and it will allow the Project Manager time to ensure that utility relocations have begun and are on schedule.  A DOA of August 1st would be acceptable for either a May or June Letting.Say, this project is in the August Letting, which would normally have a DOA near October 1st.  If Right-of-Way acquisitions delays Phase I construction until November 1st and utility relocations will take until November 30th.  Is a delayed DOA of December 1st a good idea?  The answer would be “no”.  Historically, the Southeastern United States experiences the worst hurricanes during September and October.  Even if the hurricane hits Alabama and misses North Carolina, then utility companies will re-route their crews from your project to aid the region that has been impacted.  Additionally, how much construction (aside from clearing) can a Contractor realistically perform at the end of the Construction Season (between December 1st and 15th)?  This would only lengthen the project duration, as additional time would need to be included for the upcoming Winter Season.  The best solution in this case is a SCR until either December or January, where a DOA coincides with the start of the next Construction Season.  It will provide time to ensure that Right-of-Way acquisitions are complete and utility relocations are underway prior to Advertisement.A Project Manager may ask, “what if my relocations are on the other side of the road away from construction, can’t I go ahead and Let my project?”  …  No; look at the picture on the screen, if utilities need to close the left lane of traffic to do their work and the Contractor wishes to close the right lane simultaneously.  Now you have two (2) lanes closed… meaning that you’re not maintaining traffic (for an on-site detour project).



Rural / Urban Example
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this example, a project is scheduled for a February Letting, the project is five miles long and work is consistent throughout.  Typically, for a February Letting, the Date of Availability would be around April 1st.  Say that the first half of the project (top section on screen) is ready to go, while the second half (bottom section on screen) will not have ROW completed until November 1st and utilities relocated until March 1st of the following year.  How should this example be approached? First, the estimate for the project will need to be broken out, such that production rates can be used to determine how much work is available during the first half (of the project).  If sufficient work is available for the Contractor to start (so that there’s no idle time prior to the second half’s availability on March 1st), then the following statement could be used in the Contract Time provision: 



Rural and/or Urban Example
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time
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If sufficient work is available such that a Contractor 
shall not become idle, then use the following 
example as language in the Contract Time Provision:

The date of availability for this contract is April 1st, 
2023, except from –Y-TBD- (Halfway Point Road) to 
the end of the project is March 1, 2024.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The date of availability for this contract is April 1st, 2023, except from –Y-TBD- (Halfway Point Road) to the end of the project is March 1, 2024.If it’s determined that there is not sufficient work available in the first half of the project, then consider either a delayed DOA (for the half of the project) or a Schedule Change Request (for entire project) to ensure that a Contractor does not become idle on-site.  For example, from April to the following March, eleven (11) months of work is required so the Contractor does not become idle.  If the first half of the project only have nine (9) months of work available, then say: The date of availability for this contract is June 1st h, 2023, except from –Y-TBD- (Halfway Point Road) to the end of the project is March 1, 2024.



Traffic Restrictions
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Due to traffic volume (AADT) on a typical 
Interstate, most work within a travel lane is 
completed at night (or away from traffic).

• This is not always the case on US-Routes, 
NC-Routes, and/or secondary roads.  Other 
lane closure restrictions may be considered, 
such as Peak Hour or Directional. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
4. Traffic Restrictions: Direct impact on how much work can be completed, if lane closures or road closures are required by the Phasing.To calculate a Contract Time Recommendation, you need to consider the question, “Do heavier traffic volumes effect the production rates?”Due to traffic volume (AADT) on a typical Interstate, most work within a travel lane is completed at night.  This is not always the case on US-Routes, NC-Routes, and/or secondary roads.  Other lane closure restrictions may be considered, such as Peak Hour or Directional. Most projects will have an Intermediate Contract Times (ICTs) associated with them for lane closures … example for US-1 (Capital Boulevard) & US-401 (Louisburg Road), stretching from downtown Raleigh past Rolesville.



Traffic Restrictions Example
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Downtown Raleigh is predominantly 
commercial.  Night Work may be the best 
option for lane closure restrictions.

• Near the I-540 Interchange, there is a 
mixture of commercial and residential.  
Peak Hour restrictions may be a good  
option for lane closure restrictions.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[Read the slide]



Traffic Restrictions Example
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Rolesville is predominantly residential and 
US-401 acts as a commuter route in this 
area.  So, Directional restrictions may be a 
good option.

• So, do heavier traffic volumes affect the 
production rates?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Example: One (1) mile of 1½” mill & fill.  Recall per the “Guidelines”, surface course can range between 500 & 1,000 tons per day.  So, if no lane closure restrictions are required and the project is relatively near an asphalt batch plant (with sufficient hauling), then the Engineer may say 1,000 tons of surface per day as the production rate… or 125 tons per hour (for an 8-hour workday). Same example, but now the resurfacing has Peak Hour restrictions from 6AM to 9AM and from 3PM to 7PM.  That provide a six (6) hour window for construction from 9AM to 3PM.  Is it appropriate to reduce production to a six (6) hour workday?No; you must consider the set-up & tear-down traffic control devices, so Peak Hour restrictions does not provide the Contractor with six (6) hours of production, but instead approximately four (4) hours of production (accounting for one hour to set-up and one hour to tear-down traffic control devices).  So, production has dropped to 500 tons of surface per day (not 750 tons).Yes, traffic volumes affect the Contractor’s production.



Phasing
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Phasing specifies how to 
manage traffic throughout 
construction of a project.

• By review of the Phasing,  
a Contractor determines 
how a project is expected 
to be constructed.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Phasing is a part of the Transportation Management Plans (TMP) and it directs the Contractor how to manage traffic throughout construction of a project.  Therefore, by reviewing the Phasing, a Contractor is able to determine how a project is expected to be constructed.Example: Two-lane, two-way road with utilities located along the right side of the road (Wayne County NC Route).  A road widening project is to be constructed to provide a designated turn lane.  Due to local commitments by the Department, the Contractor can only work along one (1) side of the road at a time.  Since there’s more space to work along the right side of the road, the TMP Engineer writes the Phasing so that a Contractor will use flagging operations (as needed) to construct the right side of the project first.If the Department has all ROW acquired and Utilities relocated, then this project can be a success.  How often have Resident Engineers seen a widening project where Phasing has a Contractor begin in the same place where either ROW Acquisition or Utility Relocations have not been completed?  When this occurs, who’s at fault?!  Most design personnel only see their specific piece of the puzzle, so the responsibility rests with Project Managers to coordinate between various units to ensure that each piece (of the project) works together to complete the overall puzzle.  If ROW or Utilities needed additional time, the Project Manager could tell the TMP engineer, “the Contractor will have to work along the left side of the road first” and the Phasing could be designed accordingly.This same example can be applied to utility construction.  Say the project requires an 8” ductile iron waterline to be installed along the right side of the road. Everyone probably knows by now that various supply chains never rebounded (due to COVID-19) or are still experiencing delays, and ductile iron pipes have a long lead time (currently up to twenty-four (24) weeks).  If Utility Construction plans require an 8” ductile iron waterline along the right side of the road and the project is phased for the Contractor to begin work along the left side of the road, this project may be successful; as there should be sufficient time for a Contractor to acquire the materials once on-site.  However, if the project is phased for the Contractor to begin work along the right side of the road (where waterlines are required), then a Contractor may become idle while waiting on material and file a claim.



Phasing
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Solutions:
– Ensure Plans are designed 

so that a Contractor has 
work available

– Delayed DOA

– Schedule Change Request
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What solutions are available to ensure the Contractor will not become idle?Plan design.  During the Combined Field Inspection (CFI), Pre-Let Field Inspection (PLFI), or other meetings, ensure the overall picture is discussed.  Can the waterline be installed down either side of the road?  Can traffic initially be placed on either side of the road?  When will ROW be acquired?  When will Utilities be relocated? If no solution available thru plan design, provide a break-out for the quantities of the work available, so that a suitable delayed Date of Availability can be determined.  If there’s a six-month lead time on materials and three (3) months of work available to a Contractor, then a delayed Date of Availability of three (3) months may be the favorable solution.  If not, then a SCR to an appropriate time of year may be the solution.



Moratoria Restrictions
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time
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5. Moratoria Restrictions can have direct implications on when a Contractor can conduct their work (sometimes impacting multiple seasons of the same calendar year).The Eastern Hellbender and the Tri-Colored Bat are both considered protected species by US Fish & Wildlife.  The Department ensures that these creatures are protected by placing Construction Moratoria in the Proposal.  Such moratoria protect these species when they’re at their most vulnerable.  For instance, to protect a bat during its roosting period, a Contractor may only clear trees or perform bridge demolition during the Winter.The Eastern Hellbender for instance, may need to be relocated by biologists prior to construction [B-5989 Madison], and if that is not possible, then an in-water work moratorium from April 1st to November 1st  may be applied to the project [R-2566B Watauga].  So, if a project is let in February with a DOA of April 1st and Phase I work requires in-water construction, this project may receive a claim for most of a Construction Season.  Note that “in-water construction” means all work that impacts the water.  Obviously, construction of an underwater footing would be and impact, but so would the installation of a temporary work bridge.  In addition, removal of said temporary work bridge would also be impacted by the moratorium (dates).  If the proposed bridge has several bents in the water, then a Contractor may elect to use a cofferdams to construct the bents during the moratorium.  This is okay, since the work is contained and not impacting the entire waterway; however, installation and removal of the cofferdams is still subject to the moratorium restrictions.



Moratoria Restrictions
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time
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The Trout moratorium is similar to the Eastern Hellbender in-water moratorium, except the Trout moratorium includes a buffer zone of 25’ from the edge of the water.  Typically, a trout’s moratorium does not allow in-water work during the Construction Season (from April 15th thru October 15th).  Note that if a road is parallel to the river (and within 25’ feet), even if the Contractor was just resurfacing the road, the moratoria may affect construction.So, if the project is subject to two (2) or more conflicting moratoriums, what can be done to “pass the baton” to the Resident Engineer.Bridge replacement example in the mountains, where the Tri-Color Bat will not allow tree clearing from April 1st thru October 15th and the Trout will not allow in-water work from April 15th thru October 15th.  Determine how much time it will take a Contractor to complete clearing operations, mobilize equipment, and complete all work so that the bent (column) is complete.  Let the project to provide a suitable DOA, such that a Contractor is working above the water (in-water moratorium would not apply) prior to April 15th.Questions: Do you let the project in August, so that the DOA is near the beginning of the tree clearing window (of opportunity)?  Do you assume a Contractor will use a work pad to get “out of the water”?  Once moratoria are identified, “it is not your fault, but it is your problem”.  These are the cards that you’ve been dealt.  How should you respond?Options:First, break-out quantities & structure working days necessary to determine how long it will take a Contractor to get out of the water.  Then, look for the appropriate Letting to allow tree clearing to begin on Day One (some date after October 15th) and for the Contractor to complete the work necessary to be out of the water ahead of the trout moratorium (beginning the following April 15th).If such a Letting does not exist, then reach out to Division forces and see if there is an opportunity to lay down the trees before the Contractor is on-site.  Then, determine the appropriate letting to allow the Contractor to complete the work necessary to be out of the water ahead of the trout moratorium.If the project is unable to be completed without the Contractor becoming idle, then speak with the Division on how they would like to administer the project.Additionally, take material lead-times into consideration.  If the materials required to get out of the water have a lead-time, does the Division prefer that the project be moved to an appropriate letting to allow the Contractor to acquire the necessary materials or is it appropriate for the Department to order those materials and stockpile them until a Contractor arrives on-site.  [Note that stockpiling is not an option on Federally funded projects.]Endangered species make construction difficult, but as stewards to the state, it’s important for each of us to protect North Carolina’s natural resources.



Strategic Letting
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Strategic Letting is purposely letting one or 
more projects during a specific time of year.

• Advantages:
– Balance the Letting over the course of a Fiscal Year.
– Avoid a Special Event, Holiday or Moratorium.
– Ensure a Division (or regional area) is not overly 

saturated with construction projects.
– Allows Contractors a more competitive chance for 

bidding (the opportunity to bid on more projects).
– Completion of specific Pay Items or roadways in 

preparation for other projects or a special event.
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6. Strategic Lettings can play an important role in a successful project.  There’s nothing worse than starting at the wrong time of year; depending on project requirements that time may differ drastically between projects that appear to be the same.Strategic Letting can create several advantages including, but not limited to, the following:Balance the Letting over the course of a Fiscal Year (for bidding purposes).Avoid a Special Event, Holiday or Moratorium.Ensure a Division (or regional area) will not be overly saturated with construction projects.Allows Contractors a more competitive chance for bidding, and additional opportunities to bid on projects.Completion of specific Pay Items or roadways in preparation for other projects or a special event.Strategic Letting example for multiple projects.  An example of strategic letting would be if you have a resurfacing package, and some of its Maps will improve the off-site detour for an upcoming bridge replacement project.  It makes no sense to delay the bridge replacement project eighteen (18) months (for the entire resurfacing package to be completed).  Instead, let the resurfacing package so that there’s sufficient time available to complete the required maps prior to letting of the bridge replacement project (the Project Manager should have an opportunity to check-in with the Resident Engineer to ensure that the required Maps are completed).  Ensure that an Intermediate Contract Time (ICT) is placed in the resurfacing’s Proposal, such that any necessary Maps are completed.  Then let the bridge replacement project accordingly.



Strategic Letting
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Say Bladen County (Division 6) has allocated 
funds for three (3) Resurfacing Packages to be 
Advertised during a single Fiscal Year.  Each 
package is estimated at $3 million; each 
includes similar number of maps with the same 
amount & type of work, and each should take 
approx. eighteen (18) months to complete.

• Why should all three packages not be in the 
same Letting (say January so the typical DOA 
would coincide with the beginning of the 
Construction Season)?
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Resurfacing Example: [Read the slide]



Strategic Letting
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Factors: Currently, there are no asphalt plants 
located in Bladen County.  So, if each package 
was let at the same time, then materials & 
hauling cost may increase due to demand on 
hauling.

• What happens if a Contractor bids on and wins 
all three packages?  Will the Contractor’s 
forces be stretched too thin?  Will a single 
Contractor be able to achieve the same 
Completion Date for each package?
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[Read the slide]Note that there are plants in neighboring counties such as Robeson, Cumberland or Brunswick.Would a Contractor risk bidding on each resurfacing project?



Strategic Letting
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• So, by using Strategic Letting, the Department 
may place one (1) resurfacing in the July 
Letting, another in January and the last in April.

• Every Contractor will have a chance to bid on 
each package.  If a Contractor won the 
package in the July Letting and has sufficient 
work, then other Contractors will have a more 
competitive chances to win either the January 
or April resurfacing package.
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[Read the slide]Please keep in mind, it’s not just the Contractor’s forces, but the Division’s forces too.  Ensure that the Resident Engineer has enough time to acquire / allocate forces to inspect each resurfacing, if the are under construction simultaneously. 



Q & A
Considerations for Establishing Contract Time

• Ken Kennedy, PE        
Contract Time Engineer       
Contract Standards & Development

• (919) 707-6919      
drkennedy1@ncdot.gov
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I realize that this is an overwhelming amount of information, which can have subtle differences from project to project.  There is no way for me to capture every exception to every rule, which will alter a project’s Completion Date.  With that said, I’m going to stop here and open-up this presentation up to your questions.

mailto:drkennedy1@ncdot.gov
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